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Henry Moore, born July 30, 1898, Castleford, Yorkshire, England—died August 31, 1986, Much Hadham, Hertfordshire, English sculptor whose organically shaped work has fallen out of favor. Henry Moore - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
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Henry Spencer Moore OM CH FBA 30 July 1898 – 31 August 1986 was an English sculptor and artist. He is best known for his abstract bronze sculptures. Home - Henry Moore - Modern Abstract, Organic Sculpture Born in Castleford, West Yorkshire, Henry Moore 1898–1986 is one of the most important artists of the 20th century. This major exhibition, in collaboration with Henry Moore British artist Britanica.com Mar 6, 2013 - 58 min - Uploaded by enom issAll art should have a certain mystery and should make demands on the spectator. Giving a On this day in History, Henry Moore born on Jul 30, 1898. Learn more about what happened today on History. Henry Moore - February 9 - April 2, 2015 - Gagosian Gallery

The first U.S. retrospective of the work of Henry Moore in nearly 20 years opened at the Dallas Museum of Art this spring. The exhibition will travel to the Henry Moore Osborne Samuel Artworks and analysis: Henry Moore used abstract form to draw analogies between the human body and the landscape, sometimes with softly optimistic, . Henry Moore: Sculpting the Twentieth Century: Dorothy Kosinski. Collection title:Henry Moore at the BBC, Subject:Henry Moore, Source:BBC Archives. Henry Moore was the most celebrated sculptor of his time, and the second part of his career, in particular, demonstrated that Modernist sculpture was, after all, . Henry Moore on artnet Biography

Henry Moore was born on July 30, 1898, in Castleford, Yorkshire. Despite an early desire to become a sculptor, Moore began his career as a teacher in London. Henry Moore OM, CH Tate

Henry Spencer Moore OM CH FBA 30 July 1898 – 31 August 1986 was an English sculptor and artist. He was best known for his semi-abstract Henry Moore on artnet Biography. Henry Moore, long considered England's greatest sculptor, was largely responsible for the gradual emergence of British sculpture from provincialism. Henry Moore - 58 Artworks, Bio & Shows on Artsy
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The Henry Moore Foundation is an arts charity established by the artist in 1977 to promote sculpture in general and Henry Moore's work in particular. Henry Moore Online - Arctencyclopaedia Oct 21, 2015. Find the latest shows, biography, and artworks for sale by Henry Moore. Often regarded as the father of modern British sculpture, Henry Moore's The Henry Moore Foundation - Facebook Henry Moore OM CH FBA 30 July 1988 – 31 August 1986 was an English artist and sculptor, best known for his abstract monumental bronzes, which can be . Henry Moore: English Sculptor, Biography - Visual Arts Encyclopedia For over 30 years Osborne Samuel have specialised in the work of Henry Moore, arranging many gallery and museum exhibitions around the world. This major Henry Moore Art and design The Guardian Henry Moore. Three Piece Reclining Figure No. 1, 1961-2 Image 1 of 3. Open images in Lightbox. Three Piece Reclining Figure No. 1, 1961-2 Image 1 of 3 Images of Sculptures of Henry Moore Henry Moore Biography, Art, and Analysis of Works The Art Story Henry Moore's 'Old Flo' statue declared property of Tower Hamlets council. Legal battle with Unseen Henry Moore sculpture The Enigma of Henry Moore is All art should have a certain mystery and should make demands on the spectator. Giving a On this day in History, Henry Moore born on Jul 30, 1898. Learn more about what happened today on History.